Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The heavy flavor corrections to deep-inelastic structure functions amount to sizeable contributions, in particular in the region of small values of the Bjorken variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x$$\end{document}$. Starting from lower values of the virtuality, over a rather wide kinematic range, their scaling violations are very different from those of the massless contributions. Currently, the heavy flavor corrections are known in semi-analytic form to 2-loop (NLO) order \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\].[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}^{,}$$\end{document}$[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} The present accuracy of the deep-inelastic data reaches the order of 1 % \[[@CR9]\]. It therefore requires the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) corrections for precision determinations of both the strong coupling constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _s(M_Z^2)$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR10]\] and the parton distribution functions (PDFs) \[[@CR11]--[@CR21]\], as well as the detailed understanding of the heavy flavor production cross sections in lepton--nucleon scattering \[[@CR22]--[@CR29]\]. The precise knowledge of these quantities is also of central importance for the interpretation of the physics results at the Large Hadron Collider, LHC, \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\], and a high-luminosity facility studying deep-inelastic scattering as the EIC \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\].

In the kinematic region at HERA, where the twist-2 contributions to the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) dominate, cf. \[[@CR35]\],[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m = m_c$$\end{document}$ the charm-quark mass, it has been proven in Ref. \[[@CR37]\] that the heavy flavor Wilson coefficients factorize into massive operator matrix elements (OMEs) and the massless Wilson coefficients. The massless Wilson coefficients for the structure function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_2(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$ are known to 3-loop order \[[@CR38]\]. In the region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2 \gg m^2$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2=-q^2$$\end{document}$, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ the space-like 4-momentum transfer and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m$$\end{document}$ the heavy quark mass, the power corrections $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O((m^2/Q^2)^k), k \ge 1$$\end{document}$ to the heavy quark structure functions become very small.

In Ref. \[[@CR39]\], a series of fixed Mellin moments $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N = 10,\ldots ,14$$\end{document}$, depending on the respective transition, has been calculated for all the OMEs at 3-loop order.[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} Also the moments of the transition coefficients needed in the variable flavor scheme (VFNS) have been calculated. Here, the massive OMEs for given total spin $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$ were mapped onto massive tadpoles which have been computed using MATAD \[[@CR41]\].

In the present paper, we calculate the logarithmic contributions to a series of unpolarized massive Wilson coefficients in the asymptotic region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2 \gg m^2$$\end{document}$ to 3-loop order and the massive OMEs needed in the VFNS. These include the logarithmic terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\log (Q^2/m^2)$$\end{document}$ and those parts of the constant term, which are obtained through renormalization, cf. \[[@CR39]\]. Since the results for the OMEs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_{gq}^{(3)}$$\end{document}$ and the flavor non-singlet Wilson coefficients for the structure function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_2(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$ have been calculated completely in the meantime and have been published in \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\], the corresponding expressions are not presented here. Results given in \[[@CR36]\] will be discussed in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. In the following, we set the factorization and renormalization scales equal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _F = \mu _R \equiv \mu $$\end{document}$ and exhibit the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\log (m^2/\mu ^2)$$\end{document}$ dependence on the Wilson coefficients, besides their dependence on the virtuality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2$$\end{document}$. The logarithmic contributions are determined by the lower order massive OMEs \[[@CR44]--[@CR49]\], the mass and coupling constant renormalization constants, and the anomalous dimensions \[[@CR50]--[@CR52]\], as has been worked out in Ref. \[[@CR39]\]. For the structure function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_L(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$, the asymptotic heavy flavor Wilson coefficients at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\alpha _s^3)$$\end{document}$ for tagged heavy flavor were calculated in \[[@CR53]\]. Here, we present the result considering the *inclusive* final state for this structure function. In both cases, the asymptotic representation becomes effective only at much higher scales of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR37]\] if compared to those for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_2(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$, however. We first choose the fixed flavor number scheme to express the heavy flavor contributions to the structure functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_L(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$. This scheme has to be considered as the genuine scheme in quantum field theoretic calculations since the initial states, the twist-2 *massless* partons, can, at least to a good approximation, be considered as LSZ-states. The representations in the VFNS can be obtained using the respective transition coefficients within the appropriate regions, where one single heavy quark flavor becomes effectively massless. Here, appropriate matching scales have to be applied, which vary depending on the observable considered, cf. \[[@CR54]\].

The constant contributions of the un-renormalized OMEs have been calculated in two cases $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_{qg,Q}(N)$$\end{document}$, in Ref. \[[@CR55]\]. Here, we present both the renormalized OMEs and the corresponding massive Wilson coefficients, which contribute first at 2- and 3-loop order. We also derive numerical results for the Wilson coefficients. The quantities being presented in the present paper derive from OMEs which were computed in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\] and sums thereof, prior to the expansion in the dimensional variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon = D -4$$\end{document}$, cf. \[[@CR58]--[@CR62]\]. Finally, they are represented in terms of nested sums over products of hypergeometric terms and harmonic sums, which can be calculated using modern summation techniques \[[@CR63]--[@CR76]\]. They are based on a refined difference field of \[[@CR77]\] and generalize the summation paradigms presented in \[[@CR78]\] to multi-summation. The results of this computation can be expressed in terms of nested harmonic sums \[[@CR79], [@CR80]\]. The results in Mellin $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$-space can be continued to complex values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$ as has been described in Refs. \[[@CR58]--[@CR60], [@CR81]--[@CR84]\].

It is the aim of the present paper to provide a detailed documentation of formulae in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N$$\end{document}$-space for all logarithmic contributions and the terms implied by renormalization contributing to the constant part of the heavy flavor Wilson coefficients of the structure functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_L(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$ and the massive OMEs needed in the variable flavor number scheme up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\alpha _s^3)$$\end{document}$ and to compare to results in the literature. Here, we refer to a minimal representation, i.e., we use all the algebraic relations between the harmonic sums and the harmonic polylogarithms, respectively, leading to a minimal number of basic functions. Based on the known Mellin moments \[[@CR39]\] we also perform numerical comparisons between the different contributions to the Wilson coefficients and massive OMEs at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\alpha _s^3)$$\end{document}$ referring to the parton distributions \[[@CR21]\].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we briefly summarize the basic formalism. The Wilson coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_{g,2}^{\mathsf{S}}$$\end{document}$ are discussed in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. As they are known in complete form we also present numerical results. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, the logarithmic contributions to the Wilson coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_{q,2}^{\mathsf{PS}}$$\end{document}$ are derived and discussed. The corresponding inclusive Wilson coefficients for the longitudinal structure function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_L(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$ in the asymptotic region are presented in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we compare the different loop contributions to the massive Wilson coefficients and OMEs for a series of Mellin moments in terms of the dependence on the virtuality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The heavy flavor Wilson coefficients in the asymptotic region {#Sec2}
=============================================================

We consider the heavy flavor contributions to the inclusive unpolarized structure functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_L(x,Q^2)$$\end{document}$ in deep-inelastic scattering, cf. \[[@CR85], [@CR86]\], in case of single electro-weak gauge boson exchange at large virtualities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q^2$$\end{document}$. At higher orders in the strong coupling constant these corrections receive both contributions from massive and massless partons in the hadronic final state, which is summed over completely. In the latter case, the heavy flavor corrections are also due to virtual contributions. We consider the situation in which the contributions to the twist-2 operators dominate in the Bjorken limit. Here, transverse momentum effects of the initial state do not contribute. In the present paper, we consider only heavy flavor contributions due to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m$$\end{document}$.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} The Wilson coefficients are calculable perturbatively and are denoted by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\mathcal C}^{\mathsf{S},\mathsf{PS},\mathsf{NS}}_{i, (2,L)} \left( x,N_F+1,\frac{Q^2}{\mu ^2},\frac{m^2}{\mu ^2}\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x$$\end{document}$ denotes the Bjorken variable, the index $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{S},\mathsf{PS},\mathsf{NS}$$\end{document}$ label the flavor singlet, pure-singlet and non-singlet contributions, respectively.

The massless flavor contributions in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) may be identified and separated in the Wilson coefficients into a purely light part $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\!\!\!{\mathcal C}^{\mathsf{S},\mathsf{PS},\mathsf{NS}}_{i,(2,L)} \left( x,N_F+1,\frac{Q^2}{\mu ^2},\frac{m^2}{\mu ^2}\right) \nonumber \\&\!\!\!\quad = C_{i,(2,L)}^\mathsf{S,PS,NS}\left( x,N_F,\frac{Q^2}{\mu ^2}\right) \nonumber \\&\!\!\!\qquad + H_{i,(2,L)}^{\mathsf{S}, \mathsf{PS}} \left( x,N_F+1,\frac{Q^2}{\mu ^2},\frac{m^2}{\mu ^2}\right) \nonumber \\&\!\!\!\qquad + L_{i,(2,L)}^{\mathsf{S},\mathsf{PS},\mathsf{NS}} \left( x,N_F+1,\frac{Q^2}{\mu ^2},\frac{m^2}{\mu ^2}\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The heavy flavor Wilson coefficients are defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_{i,j}$$\end{document}$, depending on whether the exchanged electro-weak gauge boson couples to a light $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(H)$$\end{document}$ quark line. From this it follows that the light flavor Wilson coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_F$$\end{document}$ light flavors only, whereas $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_{i,j}$$\end{document}$ may contain light flavors in addition to the heavy quark, indicated by the argument $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-8 S_1 S_2-4 (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1-2 (-1)^N S_{-3}+\,\,4 S_{2,1} -\frac{3}{2} (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr \}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,{a_s^3} \Biggl \{ {T_F^3} \Biggl [ \frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} L_M^3 -\frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} L_Q L_M^2 +\Biggl [ \frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1-\,\,\frac{64 \big (N^3-4 N^2-N-2\big )}{9 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_M^2 -\frac{16 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \zeta _3}{9}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,{C_A} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] L_Q^3+\,\,\Biggl [ -\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{8 P_{136}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\,\,\frac{32 \big (8 N^4-7 N^3+5 N^2-17 N-13\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_M \Biggl [\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{4}{3} S_1^2 +\frac{4 S_2}{3} +\frac{8}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_Q^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\Biggl [ {-}\frac{32 \big (8 N^4-7 N^3{+}5 N^2-17 N{-}13\big ) S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N (N{+}1)^2 (N+2)}+\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2{+}7 N{+}5\big ) S_1}{3 (N+1)^3 (N{+}2)^3}-\,\,\frac{32 P_{128} S_1}{27 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 ({-}1)^N P_{112}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N{+}1)^4 (N+2)^4}{-}\frac{16 P_{175}}{27 (N{-}1) N^3 (N{+}1)^4 (N{+}2)^4}{+}L_M^2\Biggr [\frac{64 \big (N^2+N{+}1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{32 \big (8 N^4+13 N^3-22 N^2-9 N-26\big ) S_2}{9 (N-1) N (N+1) (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{64 \big (8 N^5+15 N^4+6 N^3+11 N^2+16 N+16\big ) S_{-2}}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{128 \big (N^2+N-1\big ) S_3}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)}+\,\,L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{32 P_{137}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{64 (2 N-1) \big (N^3+9 N^2+7 N+7\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{8}{3} S_1^2 +\frac{8 S_2}{3} +\frac{16}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] -\frac{128 \big (N^2+N+3\big ) S_{-3}}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{8}{9} S_1^3-8 S_2 S_1 +\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]+\,\,\frac{256 S_{-2,1}}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{(N-1) \Bigl [\frac{64}{3} S_{-2} S_1 -32 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{N (N+1)}\Biggr ] L_Q \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{32 \big (N^3+8 N^2+11 N+2\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{8 P_{94} S_1^2}{27 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{143} \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{8 P_{206}}{81 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}+\,\,\frac{32}{3} \big (2 N^4+3 N^3+10 N^2+37 N+35\big ) \frac{(-1)^N \zeta _2}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{32}{9} \frac{ \big (9 N^5-4 N^4+N^3+92 N^2+42 N+28\big ) \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{191} S_1}{81 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{32}{9} \frac{\big (5 N^4+8 N^3+17 N^2+43 N+20\big ) \zeta _2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_1+\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{448 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{56}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1 \Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 P_{134} S_2}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{32 \big (3 N^3-12 N^2-27 N-2\big ) S_1 S_2}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{256 \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 P_{141}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{32 \big (8 N^5+9 N^4-57 N^3-31 N^2+25 N-26\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{20}{3} S_1^2-4 S_2-8 S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]+\,\,\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \Bigl [ -\frac{256}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2} -\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}+\,\,\frac{256}{3} S_{-2,1} -\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,32 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ] +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{2}{9} S_1^4 +\frac{20}{3} S_2 S_1^2+\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1+\,\,\Big (\frac{160 S_3}{9} -\frac{64}{3} S_{-2,1}\Big ) S_1 +\frac{2}{3} S_2^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{8}{9} \big (-2+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1 +S_{-2} \Big (\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_1^2 +\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_2\Big )\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,12 S_4 +\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4} -\frac{16}{3} S_{3,1} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-3,1}-\,\,\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1,1} +\frac{64}{3} S_{-2,1,1} +\Bigl [\frac{2}{3} \big (-3+8 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{2}{3} \big (-3+8 (-1)^N\big ) S_2 +\frac{4}{3} \big (1+4 (-1)^N\big ) S_{-2}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ]\quad +\,\,L_M \Biggl [\frac{64 \big (N^5+9 N^4+3 N^3+N^2+26 N-4\big ) S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_1}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{140} S_1}{27 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\frac{64 (N-1) S_{-2} S_1}{3 N (N+1)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N P_{99}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{184}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} +\frac{64 \big (7 N^2+7 N+8\big ) S_3}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{64 P_{46} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{64 \big (2 N^5+21 N^4+36 N^3-7 N^2-68 N-56\big ) S_{-2}}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{128 S_{-3}}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)} -\frac{128 S_{-2,1}}{3 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{16 \big (3 N^2+3 N-2\big ) \zeta _3}{N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ {-}\frac{8}{9} S_1^3 {-}\frac{40}{3} S_2 S_1 {-}\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1-\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}{-}4 ({-}1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ] \Biggr ] \Biggr ]{+}{C_A} {T_F^2}{N_F} \Biggl [ \Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2{+}N{+}1\big ) \big (N^2{+}N{+}2\big )}{9 (N{-}1) N^2 (N{+}1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] L_Q^3 +\Biggl [ -\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{136}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\, \frac{32 \big (8 N^4{-}7 N^3+5 N^2{-}17 N{-}13\big ) S_1}{9 (N{-}1) N (N{+}1)^2 (N{+}2)} {+}\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ {-}\frac{4}{3} S_1^2+\frac{4 S_2}{3}+\,\,\frac{8}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ] \Biggr ] L_Q^2 {+}\Biggl [ -\frac{32 \big (8 N^4-7 N^3{+}5 N^2-17 N-13\big ) S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N (N{+}1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_1}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{16 P_{129} S_1}{27 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N P_{112}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{128 \big (N^2+N-1\big ) S_3}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{190}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4(N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{32 \big (8 N^4+13 N^3-22 N^2-9 N-26\big ) S_2}{9 (N-1)N (N+1) (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 \big (8 N^5+15 N^4+6 N^3+11 N^2+16 N+16\big ) S_{-2}}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{128 \big (N^2+N+3\big ) S_{-3}}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{8}{9} S_1^3-8 S_2 S_1+\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 S_{-2,1}}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{(N-1) \Bigl [\frac{64}{3} S_{-2} S_1-32 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{N (N+1)}\Biggr ] L_Q+\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^3+8 N^2+11 N+2\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{8 P_{44} S_1^2}{3 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{117}\zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \!+\!\frac{16 P_{203}}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^5 (N\!+\!1)^5 (N\!+\!2)^5}\!+\!\frac{16}{9} \frac{\big (9 N^5-14 N^4-19 N^3+52 N^2+12 N+8\big )\zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 P_{108} S_1}{3 N (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{16}{9}\frac{\big (5 N^4+32 N^3+47 N^2+28 N+20\big ) \zeta _2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]+\,\,\frac{8 P_{133} S_2}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (3 N^3-12 N^2-27 N-2\big ) S_1 S_2}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{128 \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{114}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+20 N^3+47 N^2+58 N+20\big ) S_1}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{4}{3} S_1^2 -\frac{4 S_2}{3}-\,\,\frac{8}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) \Bigl [\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}+\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2\Bigr ]}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \Bigl [ -\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2} -\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} +\frac{128}{3} S_{-2,1} -\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2-16 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{1}{9} S_1^4+\frac{10}{3} S_2 S_1^2+\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1+\,\,\Bigl [\frac{80 S_3}{9} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] S_1+\frac{4}{9} \big (-7+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1+\frac{1}{3} S_2^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,S_{-2} \Bigl [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1^2+\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_2\Bigr ] +6 S_4+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4} -\frac{8}{3} S_{3,1}-\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-3,1} -\frac{8}{3} S_{2,1,1}+\,\,\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1,1} \nonumber \\&\quad +\Bigl [\frac{4}{3} \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^2+\frac{4}{3} \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_2 +\,\,\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{16 \big (10 N^4+43 N^3+106 N^2+131 N+46\big ) S_1^2}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{82} S_1}{27 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (7 N^5+43 N^4+117 N^3+166 N^2+107 N+16\big )}{9 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{188}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 P_{64} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{64 \big (5 N^2+8 N+10\big ) S_{-2}}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{8}{9} S_1^3 -\frac{8}{3} S_2 S_1 -\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1 -\frac{40 S_3}{9} -\,\,\frac{8}{3}\big (2+(-1)^N\big ) S_{-3} -\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1} +\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,1} \Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F^2} {T_F} \Biggl [ -\frac{\big (15 N^4+6 N^3-25 N^2-32 N-28\big ) S_1^4}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\frac{2 P_{101} S_1^2}{N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 \big (3 N^5-47 N^4-147 N^3-93 N^2+8 N+12\big ) S_1^3}{3 N^3 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}- 4 \frac{\big (3 N^4+14 N^3+43 N^2+48 N+20\big ) \zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} S_1^2\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{2 \big (5 N^4-14 N^3+53 N^2+120 N+28\big ) S_2 S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{2 P_{153} S_1}{N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{4 P_{60} S_2 S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 \big (3 N^4+90 N^3+83 N^2-44 N-4\big ) S_3 S_1}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{16 \big (3 N^4+2 N^3+19 N^2+28 N+12\big ) S_{2,1} S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{74} \zeta _2 S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{\big (11 N^4+142 N^3+147 N^2-32 N-12\big ) S_2^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{P_{189}}{N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)}+\,\,16 \frac{(-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \zeta _2}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{2}{3} \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \frac{\big (153 N^4+306 N^3+165 N^2+12 N+4\big ) \zeta _3}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,L_Q^3 \Biggl [\frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )^2}{3 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\Biggr ] +L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )^2}{3 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\Biggr ] -\frac{2 P_{124} S_2}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\, \frac{4 \big (21 N^5+217 N^4+415 N^3+351 N^2+152 N-4\big ) S_3}{3 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2-3 N-2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_{2,1}}{N^3 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{32 \big (N^3+5 N^2+6 N+4\big ) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{2 P_{80} S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} -\frac{32 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)}-\frac{P_{120}}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [8 S_1^3-16 S_2 S_1 -\,\,16 S_{-2} S_1-8 S_3\nonumber \\&\quad -8 S_{-3}+16 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\,\,L_Q^2\Biggl [ \frac{32 \big (N^3+5 N^2+6 N+4\big ) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\frac{2 P_{80} S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{32 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{P_{120}}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)} +\,\,L_M\Biggl [ -\frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +8 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\Biggr ]-\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0}\Bigl [8 S_1^3-16 S_2 S_1-16 S_{-2} S_1\nonumber \\&\quad -8 S_3-8 S_{-3}+16 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\,\,\frac{P_{132} \zeta _2}{2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2} \zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,96\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \log (2) \zeta _2\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) \Bigl [6 S_4-16 S_{3,1}+32 S_{2,1,1}+8 S_2 \zeta _2 -\frac{16}{3} S_1 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{1}{3} S_1^5 -\frac{2}{3} S_2 S_1^3+\Big ( -\frac{16}{3} S_3-16 S_{2,1}\Big ) S_1^2-\,\,\frac{8}{3} \zeta _3 S_1^2 +\Bigl [-3 S_2^2+6 S_4-16 S_{3,1}+32 S_{2,1,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{8}{3} S_2 S_3 +\Bigl [-4 S_1^3+8 S_2 S_1+8 S_{-2} S_1+4 S_3+4 S_{-3} -\,\,8 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_Q \Biggl [ \frac{16 \big (3 N^4-13 N^2-18 N-12\big ) S_1^3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\frac{2 P_{78} S_1^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{2 P_{81} S_1}{N^4 (N+1)^3} -\frac{16 \big (7 N^4+20 N^3+7 N^2-22 N-20\big ) S_2 S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\,\,\frac{64 \big (2 N^3+N^2+3 N-10\big ) S_{-2} S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{32 (-1)^N P_{208}}{5 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5 (N+3)^3}+\,\,\frac{2 P_{219}}{5 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5 (N+3)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,48 \frac{\big (9 N^4+10 N^3+9 N^2-8 N+12\big ) \zeta _3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -8 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\Biggr ]+\,\,\frac{2 P_{89} S_2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (3 N^4+10 N^3+15 N^2+16 N-12\big ) S_3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_{-2}}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{64 P_{154} S_{-2}}{(N-2) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3 (N+3)}-\,\,\frac{64 \big (N^2+3 N+4\big ) S_{-3}}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_{2,1}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{64 \big (N^3+5 N^2+6 N+4\big ) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\,\,\frac{4 P_{80} S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{2 P_{120}}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-16 S_1^3+32 S_2 S_1+32 S_{-2} S_1+\,\,16 S_3+16 S_{-3}-32 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\frac{128 (N-1) \big (N^2+2 N+4\big ) S_{-2,1}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-8 S_1^4+24 S_2 S_1^2-48 S_{-3} S_1 +\,\,\Bigl [16 S_{2,1}-32 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] S_1-48 \zeta _3 S_1-16 S_2^2-32 S_{-2}^2 \nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,S_{-2}\Bigl [32 S_1^2-32 S_2\Bigr ]-32 S_4-80 S_{-4}-32 S_{3,1}+\,\,32 S_{-2,2}+64 S_{-3,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{16 \big (3 N^4-13 N^2-18 N-12\big ) S_1^3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{2 P_{78} S_1^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\frac{2 P_{81} S_1}{N^4 (N+1)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 \big (7 N^4+20 N^3+7 N^2-22 N-20\big ) S_2 S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{64 \big (2 N^3+N^2+3 N-10\big ) S_{-2} S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 ({-}1)^N P_{208}}{5 (N{-}2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5 (N+3)^3} {-}\frac{2 P_{219}}{5 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N{+}1)^5 (N+2)^5 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,48 \frac{\big (9 N^4+10 N^3+9 N^2-8 N+12\big ) \zeta _3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\,\,\frac{2 P_{89} S_2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{16 \big (3 N^4+10 N^3+15 N^2+16 N-12\big ) S_3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_{-2}}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{64 P_{154} S_{-2}}{(N-2) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3 (N+3)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 \big (N^2+3 N+4\big ) S_{-3}}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_{2,1}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\,\,\frac{128 (N-1) \big (N^2+2 N+4\big ) S_{-2,1}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [8 S_1^4-24 S_2 S_1^2+48 S_{-3} S_1+\Bigl [32 S_{-2,1}-16 S_{2,1}\Bigr ] S_1 +\,\,48 \zeta _3 S_1+16 S_2^2+32 S_{-2}^2 +\,\,S_{-2} \Bigl [32 S_2-32 S_1^2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +32 S_4+80 S_{-4}+32 S_{3,1} -32 S_{-2,2} -\,\,64 S_{-3,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr ] +\,\,{C_A^2} {T_F} \Biggl [ \frac{P_{65} S_1^4}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 P_{118} S_1^3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{4}{3} \frac{P_{73} S_1^2 \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{2 P_{157} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{2 (N-2) \big (55 N^5+347 N^4+379 N^3+213 N^2+326 N+120\big ) S_2 S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\,\,\frac{4}{9}\frac{P_{159} S_1\zeta _2}{(N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4P_{204} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5} -\,\,\frac{4 P_{135} S_2 S_1}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{86} S_3 S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8}{3} \frac{(-1)^N P_{155}\zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-\,\,\frac{2}{9}\frac{P_{193}\zeta _2}{(N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) P_{203}}{3 (N-1)^2 N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^6}-\,\,\frac{4}{9} \frac{\zeta _3 P_{90} S_1}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{4}{9} \frac{\big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )\big (9 N^5-14 N^4-19 N^3+52 N^2+12 N+8\big )\zeta _3}{(N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_Q^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2 +\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\Biggr ]+\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ \frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2 \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{2 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) P_{133} S_2}{3 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{32 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 (-1)^N \big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -32 \frac{\big (N^2{+}N+1\big ) \big (N^2{+}N{+}2\big ) \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^2 (N{+}1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_{-2} +\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{4 P_{69} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2{+}7 N+5\big ) S_1}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{8 P_{158} S_1}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{16 (-1)^N P_{138}}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{183}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-83 N^2-94 N\!-\!72\big ) S_2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \!-\!\frac{8 \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!2\big ) \big (11 N^4\!+\!22 N^3\!-\!59 N^2\!-\!70 N\!-\!48\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [4 S_1^3+12 S_2 S_1+16 S_{-2} S_1 +\,\,4 S_3+4 S_{-3}-8 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]+L_Q^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{4 P_{83} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_1}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{160} S_1}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 (-1)^N P_{138}}{3 (N{-}1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N{+}2)^4}{-}\frac{16 P_{182}}{9 (N{-}1)^2 N^4 (N{+}1)^3 (N{+}2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4 \big (N^2{+}N{+}2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-83 N^2-94 N-72\big ) S_2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{8 \big (N^2{+}N{+}2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [4 S_1^3-12 S_2 S_1{-}16 S_{-2} S_1-4 S_3-4 S_{-3} {+}8 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\frac{\big (5 N^5-131 N^3-58 N^2+232 N+96\big ) }{(N-1) N (N{+}1)^2 (N+2)^3} \Bigl [\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2\Bigr ] +\,\,\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\times \Bigl [\frac{1}{3} S_2^2+\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_2 +\,\,6 S_4\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4} -\frac{8}{3} S_{3,1} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-3,1}-\,\,\frac{8}{3} S_{2,1,1} +\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1,1} +\,\,\Big (\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_2+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}\Big ) \zeta _2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{(N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\times \Bigl [ 4 (-1)^N \zeta _3 +\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1} \Bigr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{P_{72} \Bigl [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1^2 +\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2 S_1^2\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (11 N^5+34 N^4-49 N^3-24 N^2-68 N-48\big ) \Bigl [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-3} -\frac{32}{3} S_1 S_{-2,1}+4 (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1) (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_Q \Biggl [ \frac{8 \big (47 N^4-133 N^3+11 N^2-155 N-58\big ) S_1^3}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{165} S_1^2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{32 (N-2) (N+3) S_{-2} S_1^2}{N (N+1) (N+2)} -\frac{32 (-1)^N P_{139} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{199} S_1}{27 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 P_{79} S_2 S_1}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+6\big ) S_3 S_1}{N (N+1) (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{16 P_{84} S_{-2} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{32 \big (9 N^2+9 N+22\big ) S_{-3} S_1}{N (N+1) (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{64 \big (3 N^2+3 N+10\big ) S_{-2,1} S_1}{N (N+1) (N+2)}-\frac{384 \zeta _3 S_1}{N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,8 \frac{P_{59} \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{16 (-1)^N P_{198}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5} +\,\,\frac{4 P_{211}}{27 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 P_{161} S_2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{8 P_{91} S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{16 P_{162} S_{-2}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) \big (-64 (-1)^N S_1^2+64 (-1)^N S_2+192 (-1)^N S_{-2}\big )}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\,\,\frac{16 P_{75} S_{-3}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{32 P_{54} S_{-2,1}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-2 S_1^4+16 S_2 S_1^2-2 S_2^2-12 S_{-2}^2-16 S_{-2} S_2-4 S_4-\,\,44 S_{-4} -\frac{88}{3} S_{2,1} \nonumber \\&\quad -16 S_{3,1}+56 S_{-2,2}+\,\,64 S_{-3,1}-96 S_{-2,1,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{1}{3} S_1^5-10 S_2 S_1^3 -\,\,16 (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1^2+\Bigl [32 S_{-2,1} -\frac{80 S_3}{3}\Bigr ] S_1^2 \nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\,\,\frac{4}{3} \big (-7+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1^2 -8 (-1)^N S_{-4} S_1 +\,\,\Bigl [-S_2^2-18 S_4+8 S_{3,1}+16 S_{-2,2}+16 S_{-3,1}+8 S_{2,1,1}-\,\,32 S_{-2,1,1}\Bigr ] S_1 \nonumber \\&\quad +S_{-2} \Bigl [-16 (-1)^N S_1^3 -16 (-1)^N S_2 S_1\Bigr ] +\,\,\Bigl [-4 \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^3 -8 (-1)^N S_2 S_1-\,\,4 \big (1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_{-2} S_1 \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{11 S_2}{3}\!-\!2 S_3 \!-\!2 S_{-3}\!+\!4 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ] \!+\!\,\,L_M \Biggl [ \frac{128 (-1)^N P_{113} S_1}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^4 (N\!+\!2)^4}\!-\!\,\,\frac{8 \big (11 N^4+26 N^3-139 N^2-218 N\!+\!8\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{4 P_{163} S_1^2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{8 P_{196} S_1}{27 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-\,\,\frac{8 P_{66} S_2 S_1}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{32 \big (2 N^5-23 N^4-32 N^3+13 N^2+4 N-12\big ) S_{-2} S_1}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,2 \frac{P_{93}\zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 (-1)^N P_{179}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}-\,\,\frac{4P_{210}}{27 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5} +\,\,\frac{4 P_{164} S_2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{\big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) \big (-64 (-1)^N S_1^2-64 (-1)^N S_2\big )}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{8 P_{87} S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 (-1)^N P_{71} S_{-2}}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\,\,\frac{16 P_{144} S_{-2}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\,\,\frac{16 P_{68} S_{-3}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3+13 N^2+2 N+24\big ) S_{2,1}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) }{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad \Bigl [ -\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}-\,\,2 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ] +\,\,\frac{\big (11 N^5+34 N^4-49 N^3-24 N^2-68 N-48\big ) \Bigl [ -\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2} \Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1) (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [2 S_1^4\!+\!32 S_2 S_1^2 \!+\!8 \big (8\!+\!(-1)^N\big ) S_{-3} S_1 \!+\!\,\,\Bigl [40 S_3\!-\!16 S_{2,1} -80 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] S_1 +\,\,6 \big (-5+(-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1 +2 S_2^2 +12 S_{-2}^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,S_{-2} \Bigl [8 \big (3+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^2+16 S_2\Bigr ] +4 S_4 \!+\!44 S_{-4} \!+\!16 S_{3,1}-\,\,56 S_{-2,2} -64 S_{-3,1} \!+\!96 S_{-2,1,1}\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 P_{67} S_{-2,1}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \Biggr ]\Biggr ]+\,\,{C_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \Biggl [ \frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^4+6 N^3-N^2-4 N+12\big )}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1 \Biggr ] L_Q^3 +\,\,\Biggl [-\frac{16 L_M \big (N^2+N+2\big )^3}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{4 P_{174}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{16 P_{119} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{20 S_2}{3}-4 S_1^2\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_Q^2 +\,\,\Biggl [ -\frac{16 P_{123} S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 P_{171} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N P_{201}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{4 P_{217}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3}+\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) P_{51}}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} -\,\,\frac{16}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{8 P_{173}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{32 P_{115} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{8}{3} S_1^2 -\frac{8 S_2}{3}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{125} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} -\,\,\frac{256 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) S_3}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)} +\,\,\frac{64 P_{105} S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2 (N+3)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{8}{3} S_1^3-8 S_2 S_1-\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]+\,\,\frac{\frac{512}{3} S_1 S_{-2} +\frac{256}{3} S_{-3} -\frac{512}{3} S_{-2,1}}{N (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{64 (N-1) \zeta _3}{N (N+1)}\Biggr ] L_Q\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^4-5 N^3-32 N^2-18 N-4\big ) S_1^2}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} -\,\,\frac{16}{9} \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \frac{\zeta _3}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} P_{55}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{2}{9} \frac{P_{176} \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3} -\,\,\frac{2 P_{195}}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{4 P_{186} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{80}{9} \frac{\big (N^3+4 N^2+11 N+6\big )\zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} S_1+\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ \frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) P_{55}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} +\,\,\frac{32}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] \nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{4 P_{169}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3} +\,\,\frac{16 P_{106} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{20}{3} S_1^2-4 S_2\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 P_{52} S_2}{3 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{(3 N+2) \Bigl [ -\frac{32}{9} S_1^3 -\frac{32}{3} S_2 S_1\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{32 \big (3 N^4+48 N^3+43 N^2-22 N-8\big ) S_3}{9 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{128 \big (N^2-3 N-2\big ) S_{2,1}}{3 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} +\,\,L_M \Biggl [ \frac{16 P_{116} S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{172} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N P_{202}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3} +\,\,\frac{4 P_{216}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 P_{121} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ \frac{8}{3} S_1^3+\frac{8}{3} S_2 S_1\Bigr ]+\,\,\frac{128 \big (N^2+N+4\big ) S_3}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 P_{104} S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2 (N+3)} +\,\,\frac{\frac{512}{3} S_1 S_{-2}+\frac{256}{3} S_{-3} -\frac{512}{3} S_{-2,1}}{N (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 (N-1) \zeta _3}{N (N+1)}\Biggr ] +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{2}{9} S_1^4 -\frac{4}{3} S_2 S_1^2+\Bigl [ -\frac{16}{9} S_3 -\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber -\,\,\frac{32}{9} \zeta _3 S_1 -\frac{2}{3} S_2^2+4 S_4 -\,\,\frac{32}{3} S_{3,1}+\frac{64}{3} S_{2,1,1}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\Bigl [2 S_2 -\frac{10}{3} S_1^2\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ] \Biggr ] +\,\,{C_F} {N_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [\Biggl [ \frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1 +\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^4+6 N^3-N^2-4 N+12\big )}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \Biggr ] L_Q^3\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\Biggl [ -\frac{4 P_{174}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{119} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}+\,\,L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]+\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{20 S_2}{3}-4 S_1^2\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_Q^2 +\,\,\Biggl [ -\frac{16 P_{123} S_1^2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} -\,\,\frac{8 P_{171} S_1}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 (-1)^N P_{201}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3} +\,\,\frac{8 P_{218}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^4 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_M \Biggl [\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (57 N^4+72 N^3+29 N^2-22 N-24\big )}{9 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{8}{3} S_1^2-8 S_2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (29 N^2+29 N-6\big ) S_1}{9 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \Biggr ]-\,\,\frac{256 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) S_3}{3 N (N+1) (N+2)}+\,\,\frac{16 P_{125} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{64 P_{105} S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2 (N+3)} +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{8}{3} S_1^3-8 S_2 S_1 -\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ] \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{\frac{512}{3} S_1 S_{-2}+\frac{256}{3} S_{-3} -\frac{512}{3} S_{-2,1}}{N (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{64 (N-1) \zeta _3}{N (N+1)}\Biggr ]L_Q-\,\,\frac{2}{9} \frac{P_{177} \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 \big (N^4-5 N^3-32 N^2-18 N-4\big ) S_1^2}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\,\,\frac{8}{9} \frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} P_{50}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 P_{213}}{3 (N-1) N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^5}+\,\,\frac{16 \big (2 N^5-2 N^4-11 N^3-19 N^2-44 N-12\big ) S_1}{3 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16}{9} \frac{\big (5 N^3+11 N^2+28 N+12\big )\zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} S_1+\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ \frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) P_{50}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] \nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 P_{167} S_2}{3 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{(3 N+2) \Bigl [ -\frac{16}{9} S_1^3 -\frac{16}{3} S_2 S_1\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+2)}+\,\,L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{4 P_{170}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{32 \big (5 N^3+8 N^2+19 N+6\big ) S_1}{9 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{4}{3} S_1^2+\frac{4 S_2}{3}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] -\,\,\frac{16 P_{111} S_3}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{64 \big (N^2-3 N-2\big ) S_{2,1}}{3 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}+\,\,L_M \Biggl [ \frac{8 \big (49 N^4+122 N^3+213 N^2+164 N+12\big ) S_1^2}{9 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8P_{200}}{9 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^4}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{88} S_1}{9 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} -\frac{8 P_{126} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{16}{3} S_1 S_2-16 S_3+\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\,\,\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{1}{9} S_1^4 -\frac{2}{3} S_2 S_1^2 -\frac{4}{3} \zeta _2 S_1^2+\Bigl [ -\frac{8}{9} S_3 -\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8}{9} \zeta _3 S_1 -\frac{1}{3} S_2^2+2 S_4 -\frac{16}{3} S_{3,1} +\frac{32}{3} S_{2,1,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]+\,\,{C_A} {C_F} {T_F} \Biggl [ \frac{2 P_{76} S_1^4}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,\frac{4 P_{122} S_1^3}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{4 P_{187} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8}{3} \frac{\big (19 N^5-11 N^4-8 N^3-49 N^2-17 N+18\big ) \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} S_1^2+\,\,\frac{4 P_{85} S_2 S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{2}{9} \frac{P_{97} S_1\zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{131} S_1\zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\,\,\frac{4 P_{205} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}+\,\,\frac{4 P_{142} S_2 S_1}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,\frac{8 P_{95} S_3 S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{16 \big (11 N^5+45 N^4-3 N^3-145 N^2-176 N-20\big ) S_{2,1} S_1}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\,\,\frac{2 P_{43} S_2^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{256 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}+\,\,8\frac{(-1)^N \zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3} P_{57}-\,\,\frac{2}{9} \frac{ P_{130} \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{1}{18} \frac{P_{150}\zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^2}+\,\,\frac{P_{215}}{3 (N-1) N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^5}+\,\,L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{16}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (N^2+N+6\big ) \big (7 N^2+7 N+4\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big )}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\,\,L_Q^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2+\,\,\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (13 N^4+26 N^3-43 N^2-56 N-12\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\,\,\frac{4 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-23 N^2-34 N-12\big )}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\Biggr ]-\,\,4 \frac{\zeta _2 P_{49} S_2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The asymptotic Wilson coefficients for the longitudinal structure function {#Sec5}
==========================================================================
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&{H_{q,L}^{\mathsf{PS}} = \tfrac{1}{2}[1 + (-1)^N]}\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl \{ {a_s^2} {C_F} {T_F} \Biggl \{ -\frac{32 S_1 \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 L_Q \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^5+2 N^4+2 N^3-5 N^2-12 N-4\big )}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\Biggr \}\nonumber \\&\quad +{a_s^3} \Biggl \{{C_F^2} {T_F} \Biggl [\Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]L_Q^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [ \frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big ) Q_{16}}{15 (N-2) (N-1)^3 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 Q_{18}}{15 (N-1)^3 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (2 N^5+5 N^4+7 N^3+2 N^2-12 N-8\big ) S_1}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (64 S_1^2-64 S_2\big )}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2(N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2}}{(N-2) N (N+1)^2 (N+3)}\Biggr ] L_Q\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big )^2 L_M^2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3(N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 Q_{17}}{(N-1) N^4 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big )^2 S_2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^2+5 N+2\big ) \big (5 N^3+7 N^2+4 N+4\big ) L_M}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^2} \Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad + {C_F}{T_F^2} {N_F}\Biggl [ \frac{128 L_Q^2 \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 L_Q \big (11 N^5\!+\!35 N^4\!+\!59 N^3\!+\!55 N^2\!-\!4 N\!-\!12\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3(N+2)^2}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad + {C_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \frac{128 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) L_Q^2}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 \big (11 N^5+35 N^4+59 N^3+55 N^2-4 N-12\big ) L_Q}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3(N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) L_M^2}{3 (N-1)N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (43 N^4+105 N^3+224 N^2+230 N+86\big )}{27 (N-1) N (N+1)^4(N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 \big (8 N^3+13 N^2+27 N+16\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M \Biggl [\frac{256 \big (8 N^3+13 N^2+27 N+16\big )}{9 (N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \Bigl [\frac{64}{3} S_1^2+\frac{64 S_2}{3}\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F} {C_A} {T_F}\nonumber \\&\quad \!\times \Biggl [\Biggl [-\frac{32 \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!2\big ) \big (11 N^4\!+\!22 N^3\!-\!23 N^2\!-\!34 N\!-\!12\big )}{3 (N\!-\!1)^2 N^2 (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]L_Q^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [\frac{128 (-1)^N Q_{14}}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 Q_{15}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (N^4-N^3-4 N^2-11 N-1\big ) S_1}{(N-1)^2 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \Bigl [128 S_1^2-128 S_ 2-256 S_{-2}\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]L_Q\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{C}_{L,q}^{\mathsf{PS},(3)}\big ({N_F}+1)\Biggr \} \Biggr \}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&{H_{g,L}^{\mathsf{S}} = \tfrac{1}{2}[1 + (-1)^N]}\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl \{ {a_s} {T_F} \frac{16 }{(N+1)(N+2)} +{a_s^2} \Biggl \{\frac{64 L_M {T_F^2}}{3 (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_A} {T_F} \Biggl [ \frac{64 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (2 N^5+9 N^4+5 N^3-12 N^2-20 N-8\big )}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 \big (2 N^3\!-\!2 N^2\!-\!N\!-\!1\big ) S_1}{(N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_Q \Biggl [ \frac{128 \big (N^2+N+1\big )}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{64 S_1}{(N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 S_1^2-32 S_2-64 S_{-2}}{(N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F} {T_F}\Biggl [ -\frac{16 L_M \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\frac{16 L_Q \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 Q_{29}}{15 (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 (-1)^N Q_{30}}{15 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+\frac{64 (N-1) S_{-2}}{(N-2) (N+1) (N+3)}\Biggr ] \Biggr \}\nonumber \\&\quad +{a_s^3} \Biggl \{ \frac{256 L_M^2 {T_F^3}}{9 (N+1) (N+2)}+{C_A} {T_F^2}\Biggl [ \Biggl [\frac{256 \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!1\big )}{3 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 S_1}{3 (N\!+\!1) (N\!+\!2)}\Biggr ] L_Q^2\!+\!\Biggl [ \frac{256 (-1)^N \big (N^3\!+\!4 N^2\!+\!7 N\!+\!5\big )}{3 (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^3}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{64 Q_{22}}{9 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^3}+\frac{256 \big (11 N^3\!-\!6 N^2\!-\!8 N\!-\!3\big ) S_1}{9 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +L_M\Biggl [ \frac{512 \big (N^2+N+1\big )}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{256 S_1}{3 (N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\frac{128}{3} S_1^2-\frac{128 S_2}{3}-\frac{256}{3} S_{-2}}{(N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_Q\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 Q_{27}}{27 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^2} -\frac{64 (56 N+47) S_1}{27 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{256 \big (N^2+N+1\big )}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{128 S_1}{3 (N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M \Biggl [\frac{256 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big )}{3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 Q_{24}}{9 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^3} +\frac{256 \big (N^3-6 N^2+2 N-3\big ) S_1}{9 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\frac{128}{3} S_1^2-\frac{128 S_2}{3}-\frac{256}{3} S_{-2}}{(N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ]\Biggr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +{C_A} {T_F^2} {N_F} \Biggl [ \Biggl [ \frac{256 \big (N^2+N+1\big )}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 S_1}{3 (N\!+\!1) (N\!+\!2)}\Biggr ] L_Q^2\!+\!\Biggl [ \frac{256 (-1)^N \big (N^3\!+\!4 N^2\!+\!7 N\!+\!5\big )}{3 (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 Q_{22}}{9 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!\!+2)^3}\!+\!\frac{256 \big (11 N^3\!-\!6 N^2\!-\!8 N\!-\!3\big ) S_1}{9 (N\!-\!1) N (N\!+\!1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\frac{128}{3} S_1^2-\frac{128 S_2}{3}-\frac{256}{3} S_{-2}}{(N+1) (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_Q \Biggr ] +{C_A^2} {T_F}\Biggl [ \Biggl [\frac{128 S_1^2}{(N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{32 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_1}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{3 (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\Biggr ] L_Q^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [ -\frac{32 \big (59 N^4+70 N^3-155 N^2-118 N-72\big ) S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 (-1)^N \big (N^3+4 N^2+7 N+5\big ) S_1}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 Q_{28} S_1}{9 (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 (-1)^N Q_{25}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 Q_{31}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-83 N^2-94 N-72\big ) S_2}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{1 }{(N+1) (N+2)} \Bigl [-128 S_1^3+384 S_2 S_1+512 S_{-2} S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +128 S_3 +128 S_{-3}-256 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_Q\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F^2} {T_F} \Biggl [ \Biggl [ \frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_Q^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^2+N+2\big ) Q_{34}}{5 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8 Q_{39}}{5 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 \big (9 N^4+26 N^3+49 N^2+48 N+12\big ) S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (N^4+2 N^3-N^2-2 N-6\big ) S_{-2}}{(N-2) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2) (N+3)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) }{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Bigl [64 S_1^2-256 S_{-2} S_1\nonumber \\&\quad -64 S_2-128 S_3-128 S_{-3}+256 S_{-2,1}+384 \zeta _3\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_Q \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 (3 N+2) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{8 Q_{26}}{N^4 (N+1)^5 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 \big (N^4-N^3-20 N^2-10 N-4\big ) S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{16 \big (N^4+17 N^3+17 N^2-5 N-2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \Bigl [-\frac{16}{3} S_1^3-16 S_2 S_1+\frac{64 S_3}{3}\Bigr ]}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\,L_M \Biggl [ -\frac{128 (-1)^N \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!2\big ) Q_{34}}{5 (N\!-\!2) (N\!-\!1)^2 N^3 (N\!+\!1)^5 (N\!+\!2)^3 (N+3)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 Q_{39}}{5 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 \big (9 N^4+26 N^3+49 N^2+48 N+12\big ) S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (N^4+2 N^3-N^2-2 N-6\big ) S_{-2}}{(N-2) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2) (N+3)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) }{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \Bigl [-64 S_1^2+256 S_{-2} S_1+64 S_2\nonumber \\&\quad +128 S_3 +128 S_{-3}-256 S_{-2,1}-384 \zeta _3\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (N^4+2 N^3+2 N^2+N+6\big ) L_Q^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\Biggl [ -\frac{128 L_M \big (N^2+N+2\big )^2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 (-1)^N Q_{30}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 Q_{37}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 Q_{21} S_1}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^3 (N\!+\!2)^2} \!+\!\frac{256 (N\!-\!1) S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N\!+\!1) (N+3)}\Biggr ] L_Q\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 (N-2) (N+3) \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) L_M^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 Q_{32}}{(N-1) N^4 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{256 (-1)^N Q_{30}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 (N-1) S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N+1) (N+3)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 Q_{38}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 Q_{19} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \Biggr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_F} {T_F^2} {N_F} \Biggl [ \frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (N^4+2 N^3+2 N^2+N+6\big ) L_Q^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\Biggl [ \frac{256 (-1)^N Q_{30}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 Q_{21} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 Q_{37}}{45 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 (N-1) S_{-2}}{3 (N-2) (N+1) (N+3)} -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) L_M}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_Q \nonumber \\&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (19 N^2+7 N-6\big )}{9 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ]\Biggr ]+{C_F} {C_A} {T_F} \nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl [ \Biggl [ -\frac{16 \big (N^2\!+\!N\!+\!2\big ) \big (11 N^4\!+\!22 N^3\!-\!23 N^2\!-\!34 N\!-\!12\big )}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^3(N\!+\!2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\Biggr ] L_Q^2+\Biggl [ \frac{32 \big (5 N^2+5 N+2\big ) S_1^2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{256 (-1)^N Q_{30} S_1}{15 (N-2) (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 Q_{33} S_1}{15 (N-1)^2 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{128 \big (N^4+2 N^3+N^2+12\big ) S_{-2} S_1}{(N-2) N (N+1)^2 (N+2) (N+3)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 (-1)^N Q_{41}}{45 (N-2) (N-1)^3 N^3 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^3 (N+3)^3}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison of Mellin moments for the Wilson coefficients and OMEs {#Sec6}
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We have derived the contributions of the massive Wilson coefficients to the structure functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this appendix, we present the massive OMEs in Mellin space to be used in the matching coefficients in the variable flavor number scheme Eqs. ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}--[15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}). Thus far, the OMEs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} A_{qg,Q}&= \tfrac{1}{2}[1 + (-1)^N] \nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl \{ {a_s^3} \Biggl \{ {C_F} {N_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \Biggl [\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) P_{227}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}+\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] L_M^3 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [\frac{4 P_{233}}{9 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (5 N^3+8 N^2+19 N+6\big ) S_1}{9 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{4}{3} S_1^2-\frac{4 S_2}{3}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_M^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [ \frac{16 \big (10 N^3+13 N^2+29 N+6\big ) S_1^2}{9 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 \big (103 N^4+257 N^3+594 N^2+524 N+120\big ) S_1}{27 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4 P_{235}}{27 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 \big (10 N^3+25 N^2+29 N+6\big ) S_2}{9 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{4}{9} S_1^3+\frac{4}{3} S_2 S_1-\frac{16 S_3}{9}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_M\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 \big (215 N^4+481 N^3+930 N^2+748 N+120\big ) S_1^2}{81 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64}{9} \frac{ \big (N^2+N+2\big ) P_{227} \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{P_{237}}{243 (N-1) N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^5} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{16 \big (1523 N^5+5124 N^4+11200 N^3+14077 N^2+7930 N+1344\big ) S_1}{243 N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 \big (109 N^4+291 N^3+478 N^2+324 N+40\big ) S_2}{27 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (10 N^3+13 N^2+29 N+6\big ) \Bigl [-\frac{16}{81} S_1^3-\frac{16}{27} S_2 S_1\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+1) (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 \big (5 N^3-16 N^2+N-6\big ) S_3}{81 N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{1}{27} S_1^4-\frac{2}{9} S_2 S_1^2-\frac{8}{27} S_3 S_1-\frac{64}{9} \zeta _3 S_1-\frac{1}{9} S_2^2+\frac{14 S_4}{9}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +{C_A} {N_F} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [ \frac{8 P_{231}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+20 N^3+47 N^2+58 N+20\big ) S_1}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{4}{3} S_1^2+\frac{4 S_2}{3}+\frac{8}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ] \Biggr ] L_M^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Biggl [-\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+20 N^3+41 N^2+49 N+20\big ) S_1^2}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{234}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+26 N^3+47 N^2+43 N+20\big ) S_2}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{228} S_1}{27 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{64 \big (5 N^2+8 N+10\big ) S_{-2}}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{4}{9} S_1^3+\frac{4}{3} S_2 S_1-\frac{8 S_3}{9}-\frac{16}{3} S_{-3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] L_M -\frac{16 P_{229} S_1^2}{81 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 P_{236}}{243 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{512}{9} \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \frac{\zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{232} S_1}{243 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 P_{230} S_2}{81 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64 \big (5 N^4+38 N^3+59 N^2+31 N+20\big ) S_3}{81 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (121 N^3+293 N^2+414 N+224\big ) S_{-2}}{81 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (5 N^2+8 N+10\big ) S_{-3}}{27 N (N+1) (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (5 N^4+20 N^3+41 N^2+49 N+20\big ) \Bigl [\frac{32}{81} S_1^3-\frac{32}{27} S_2 S_1+\frac{128}{27} S_{2,1}\Bigr ]}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{1}{27} S_1^4-\frac{2}{9} S_2 S_1^2 \nonumber \\&\quad +\Bigl [\frac{16}{9} S_{2,1}-\frac{40 S_3}{27}\Bigr ]S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{64}{9} \zeta _3 S_1+\frac{1}{9} S_2^2+\frac{14 S_4}{9}+\frac{32}{9} S_{-4}+\frac{32}{9} S_{3,1} -\frac{16}{9} S_{2,1,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] \Biggr \}\Biggr \}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with the polynomials$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} A_{Qg}&= \tfrac{1}{2}[1 + (-1)^N] \times \Biggl \{{a_s} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} {T_F} L_M +{a_s^2} \Biggl \{ \frac{4}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} {T_F^2} L_M^2 +{C_F} {T_F} \nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl [ \frac{4 (3 N+2) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+2)}+\frac{4 \big (N^4-N^3-20 N^2-10 N-4\big ) S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\frac{2 P_{283}}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [ \frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}+2 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]+L_M \Biggl [-\frac{4 P_{245}}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\frac{16 S_1}{N^2}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [2 S_1^2-2 S_2\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4 \big (N^4+17 N^3+17 N^2-5 N-2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{1}{3} S_1^3+S_2 S_1-\frac{4 S_3}{3}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_A} {T_F} \Biggl [ -\frac{4 \big (N^3+8 N^2+11 N+2\big ) S_1^2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\frac{4 P_{241} S_1}{N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\frac{4 P_{321}}{(N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+L_M^2\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl [-\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-2 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]-\frac{4 \big (7 N^5+21 N^4+13 N^3+21 N^2+18 N+16\big ) S_2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+L_M\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Biggl [-\frac{8 P_{291}}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{32 (2 N+3) S_1}{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-2 S_1^2-2 S_2-4 S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big )}{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} 16 (-1)^N S_{-2}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{1}{3} S_1^3-3 S_2 S_1-4 (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1 -\frac{8 S_3}{3} -2 (-1)^N S_{-3}+4 S_{-2,1} \Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr \} \nonumber \\&\quad +{a_s^3} \Biggl \{ {T_F^3} \Biggl [ \frac{16}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} L_M^3-\frac{16 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \zeta _3}{9}\Biggr ] +{C_A} {T_F^2} \Biggl [ \frac{32 \big (N^3+8 N^2+11 N+2\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{8 P_{242} S_1^2}{3 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 P_{314} S_1}{81 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-\frac{32}{9} \frac{\big (5 N^4+8 N^3+17 N^2+43 N+20\big ) \zeta _2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_1 \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (3 N^3-12 N^2-27 N-2\big ) S_2 S_1}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{300} \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 P_{335}}{81 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}+\frac{32 \big (9 N^5-4 N^4+N^3+92 N^2+42 N+28\big ) \zeta _3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{448 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{56}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ]+\frac{8 P_{293} S_2}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{256 \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{8 P_{298}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} +\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+20 N^3-N^2-14 N+20\big ) S_1}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-4 S_1^2-4 S_2-8 S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\frac{\big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) \Bigl [\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}+\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2\Bigr ]}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \Bigl [-\frac{256}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2}-\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}+\frac{256}{3} S_{-2,1}-\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2-32 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [\frac{2}{9} S_1^4+\frac{20}{3} S_2 S_1^2+\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1+\Bigl [\frac{160 S_3}{9}-\frac{64}{3} S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8}{9} \big (-2+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1+\frac{2}{3} S_2^2 +S_{-2} \big (\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_1^2+\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_2\big )+12 S_4\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4}-\frac{16}{3} S_{3,1} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-3,1}-\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1,1} +\frac{64}{3} S_{-2,1,1}+\Bigl [\frac{2}{3} \big (-3+8 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^2\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\frac{2}{3} \Bigl [-3+8 (-1)^N\Bigr ] S_2 +\frac{4}{3} \big (1+4 (-1)^N\big ) S_{-2}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ] +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{16 P_{323}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+23 N^3+65 N^2+82 N+26\big ) S_1^2}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{16 P_{272} S_1}{27 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{32 P_{248} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (5 N^2+8 N+10\big ) S_{-2}}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{4}{3} S_1^3-\frac{20}{3} S_2 S_1-\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1 -8 S_3 -\frac{16}{3} \big (1+(-1)^N\big ) S_{-3} -\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1}+\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1} \Bigr ]\Biggr ] \Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +{C_A} {T_F^2} {N_F}\Bigl [ \frac{16 \big (N^3+8 N^2+11 N+2\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{8 P_{240} S_1^2}{3 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{284} \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 P_{279} S_1}{3 N (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4} +\frac{16 P_{332}}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}-\frac{16 \big (3 N^3-12 N^2-27 N-2\big ) S_2 S_1}{3 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16}{9} \frac{\big (5 N^4+32 N^3+47 N^2+28 N+20\big ) \zeta _2}{N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_1+\frac{16}{9}\frac{\big (9 N^5-14 N^4-19 N^3+52 N^2+12 N+8\big ) \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big )}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\frac{8}{9} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1\Biggr ] +\frac{8 P_{292} S_2}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128 \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +L_M^2 \Biggl [ -\frac{8 P_{282}}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (5 N^4+20 N^3+47 N^2+58 N+20\big ) S_1}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ -\frac{4}{3} S_1^2 -\frac{4 S_2}{3} -\frac{8}{3} S_{-2}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) \Bigl [ \frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} +\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2\Bigr ]}{(N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \times \Bigl [ -\frac{128}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2} -\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{128}{3} S_{-2,1} -\frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2 -16 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ] +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ \frac{1}{9} S_1^4 +\frac{10}{3} S_2 S_1^2 +\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +\Bigl [ \frac{80 S_3}{9} -\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] S_1 +\frac{4}{9} \big (-7+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1 +\frac{1}{3} S_2^2 +S_{-2} \Bigl [ \frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1^2 +\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +6 S_4+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4} -\frac{8}{3} S_{3,1} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-3,1} -\frac{8}{3} S_{2,1,1}+\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1,1} +\Bigl [ \frac{4}{3} \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^2\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4}{3} \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_2 +\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ]+L_M\Biggl [ -\frac{16 \big (10 N^4+43 N^3+106 N^2+131 N+46\big ) S_1^2}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 P_{324}}{27 (N-1) N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}+\frac{16 P_{265} S_1}{27 N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{16 P_{253} S_2}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (5 N^2+8 N+10\big ) S_{-2}}{9 N (N+1) (N+2)} +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) }{(N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \frac{64}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0}\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Bigl [ -\frac{8}{9} S_1^3 -\frac{8}{3} S_2 S_1 -\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1 -\frac{40 S_3}{9} -\frac{8}{3} \big (2+(-1)^N\big ) S_{-3} -\frac{16}{3} S_{2,1} +\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,1} \Bigr ]\Biggr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +{C_F^2} {T_F} \Biggl [ -\frac{\big (3 N^4+54 N^3+139 N^2+120 N+36\big ) S_1^4}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\frac{4\big (18 N^5-15 N^4-180 N^3-111 N^2-40 N-4\big ) S_1^3}{3 N^3 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{2 P_{267} S_1^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}-\frac{4 \big (3 N^4+14 N^3+43 N^2+48 N+20\big )\zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} S_1^2 \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{2 \big (3 N^3+24 N^2+27 N+10\big ) S_2 S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2} -\frac{4 P_{306} S_1}{N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)} -\frac{4 P_{263} S_2 S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8 \big (9 N^4+102 N^3+97 N^2-36 N-12\big ) S_3 S_1}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\frac{16 \big (3 N^4+2 N^3+19 N^2+28 N+12\big ) S_{2,1} S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8 P_{261} \zeta _2 S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} -\frac{P_{322}}{N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)}+\frac{2}{3} \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (153 N^4+306 N^3+165 N^2+12 N+4\big )\nonumber \\&\quad \times \frac{\zeta _3}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+L_M^3 \Biggl [ -\frac{2 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )^2}{3 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_1 \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big )}{3 N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2\Biggr ] \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{2 P_{278} S_2}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\frac{4 P_{270} S_3}{3 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)} -\frac{16 \big (N^2-3 N-2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_{2,1}}{N^3 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [\frac{4 \big (3 N^4+14 N^3+43 N^2+48 N+20\big ) S_1^2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\frac{8 P_{246} S_1}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\frac{P_{286}}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{12 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) S_2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\frac{32 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [4 S_1^3-12 S_2 S_1 -16 S_{-2} S_1 \nonumber \\&\quad -8 S_3-8 S_{-3}+16 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ] +\frac{P_{290} \zeta _2}{2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)}+\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{-2} \zeta _2}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +96 \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \log (2) \zeta _2 \nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +L_M \Biggl [ \frac{64 (N+1) S_1^3}{N^2 (N+2)}-\frac{8 P_{247} S_1^2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\frac{16 \big (N^4+10 N^3+3 N^2-18 N-4\big ) S_2 S_1}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{8 P_{280} S_1}{N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)} -\frac{P_{311}}{2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)}-\frac{8 \big (N^2+5 N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2-N+2\big ) S_3}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4 P_{264} S_2}{N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)}+\frac{32 \big (2 N^5+4 N^4-N^3+N^2-2 N+8\big ) S_{-2}}{N^3 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}-\frac{64 (N-1) S_{-3}}{(N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{64 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) S_{2,1}}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)} +\frac{\big (N^2-N+2\big ) \Bigl [128 S_{-2,1}-128 S_{-2} S_1\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+1) (N+2)}\!+\!\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [2 S_1^4\!+\!4 S_2 S_1^2+32 S_{-3} S_1+\big (24 S_3-32 S_{2,1}\big )S_1 \nonumber \\&\quad +6 S_2^2+8 S_{-2}^2+16 S_{-2} S_2+20 S_4+40 S_{-4} -8 S_{3,1}-16 S_{-2,2}-32 S_{-3,1}+24 S_{2,1,1}\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{48 (N\!-\!1) \big (3 N^2\!+\!3 N-2\big ) \zeta _3}{N^2 (N\!+\!1)^2}\Biggr ]\!+\!\frac{\big (N^2\!+\!N+2\big ) \big (3 N^2+3 N+2\big ) \Bigl [-S_2^2+8 \zeta _2 S_2+6 S_4-16 S_{3,1}+32 S_{2,1,1}-\frac{16}{3} S_1 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [-\frac{1}{3} S_1^5-2 S_2 S_1^3+\Bigl [-\frac{8}{3} S_3-16 S_{2,1}\Bigr ] S_1^2-\frac{8}{3} \zeta _3 S_1^2+\Bigl [-S_2^2+6 S_4-16 S_{3,1}+32 S_{2,1,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\Bigl [-4 S_1^3+8 S_2 S_1+8 S_{-2} S_1+4 S_3+4 S_{-3}-8 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ]\Biggr ]+{C_A^2} {T_F} \Biggl [ \frac{P_{254} S_1^4}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{4 P_{285} S_1^3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}-\frac{4}{3}\frac{P_{260} S_1^2\zeta _2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{2 P_{308} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{2 (N-2) \big (55 N^5+347 N^4+379 N^3+213 N^2+326 N+120\big ) S_2 S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}-\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{274} S_1 \zeta _3}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} \nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{4}{9} \frac{P_{310} S_1 \zeta _2}{(N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{4 P_{333} S_1}{3 (N-1) N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}-\frac{4 P_{294} S_2 S_1}{3 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{268} S_3 S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{2}{9} \frac{P_{327}\zeta _2}{(N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-\frac{4 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) P_{332}}{3 (N-1)^2 N^6 (N+1)^6 (N+2)^6}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{4 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \big (9 N^5-14 N^4-19 N^3+52 N^2+12 N+8\big )\zeta _3}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^3 \Biggl [ \frac{8}{3} \tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} S_1^2-\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_1}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big )}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{2 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) P_{292} S_2}{3 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-32 \frac{\big (N^2+N+1\big ) \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \zeta _2}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} S_{-2} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{32 \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \big (N^5+10 N^4+9 N^3+3 N^2+7 N+6\big ) S_3}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +L_M^2 \Biggl [-\frac{4 P_{258} S_1^2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{8 P_{309} S_1}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{326}}{9 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}-\frac{4 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-83 N^2-94 N-72\big ) S_2}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad -\frac{8 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-59 N^2-70 N-48\big ) S_{-2}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [4 S_1^3+12 S_2 S_1+16 S_{-2} S_1+4 S_3+4 S_{-3}-8 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ]\Biggr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^4+2 N^3+7 N^2+22 N+20\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) }{(N-1) N (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\times \Bigl [-\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} -\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (5 N^5-131 N^3-58 N^2+232 N+96\big ) \Bigl [\frac{32}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2}+\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _2\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{P_{259} \Bigl [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_1^2+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N \zeta _2 S_1^2\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) }{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad \times \Bigl [\frac{1}{3} S_2^2+\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} S_2 +6 S_4+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-4}-\frac{8}{3} S_{3,1}-\frac{16}{3} S_{-2,2} -\frac{16}{3} S_{-3,1}-\frac{8}{3} S_{2,1,1}+\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1,1}\nonumber \\&\quad +\big (\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_2+\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2}\big ) \zeta _2\Bigr ]\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \Big [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}-\frac{32}{3} S_{-2,1}+4 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (11 N^5+34 N^4-49 N^3-24 N^2-68 N-48\big ) \Big [\frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-3}-\frac{32}{3} S_1 S_{-2,1}+4 (-1)^N S_1 \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1) (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Big [-\frac{1}{3} S_1^5-10 S_2 S_1^3-16 (-1)^N S_{-3} S_1^2+\Bigl [32 S_{-2,1}-\frac{80 S_3}{3}\Bigr ] S_1^2-\frac{4}{3} \big (-7+9 (-1)^N\big ) \zeta _3 S_1^2\nonumber \\&\quad -8 (-1)^N S_{-4} S_1+\Bigl [-S_2^2-18 S_4+8 S_{3,1}+16 S_{-2,2}+16 S_{-3,1}+8 S_{2,1,1} -32 S_{-2,1,1}\Bigr ] S_1\nonumber \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\quad +S_{-2} \Bigl [-16 (-1)^N S_1^3-16 (-1)^N S_2 S_1\Bigr ]+\Bigl [-4 \big (-1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_1^3-8 (-1)^N S_2 S_1 -4 \big (1+2 (-1)^N\big ) S_{-2} S_1\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{11 S_2}{3}-2 S_3-2 S_{-3}+4 S_{-2,1}\Bigr ] \zeta _2\Bigr ] +L_M \Biggl [-\frac{8 \big (11 N^4+26 N^3-139 N^2-218 N+8\big ) S_1^3}{9 N (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{4 P_{312} S_1^2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3} -\frac{8 P_{328} S_1}{27 (N-1)^2 N^4 (N+1)^4 (N+2)^4}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8 P_{255} S_2 S_1}{3 (N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)^2} \!-\!\frac{32 \big (2 N^5\!-\!23 N^4-32 N^3\!+\!13 N^2+4 N\!-\!12\big ) S_{-2} S_1}{(N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^2 (N+2)^2}\!+\!2 \frac{\zeta _3 P_{275}}{(N\!-\!1) N^2 (N\!+\!1)^2 (N\!+\!2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{4 P_{336}}{27 (N-1)^2 N^5 (N+1)^5 (N+2)^5}+\frac{4 P_{313} S_2}{9 (N-1)^2 N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{8 P_{269} S_3}{9 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\frac{16 P_{302} S_{-2}}{9 (N-1) N^3 (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{16 P_{256} S_{-2,1}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2} -\frac{16 P_{257} S_{-3}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{16 \big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3+13 N^2+2 N+24\big ) S_{2,1}}{3 (N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{\big (N^2-N-4\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_{-2} }{(N-1) N (N+1)^3 (N+2)^3}\nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{\big (11 N^5+34 N^4-49 N^3-24 N^2-68 N-48\big ) \frac{16}{3} (-1)^N S_1 S_{-2} }{(N-1) N^2 (N+1) (N+2)^2}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{\big (N^2+N+2\big ) \big (11 N^4+22 N^3-35 N^2-46 N-24\big ) \Bigl [-\frac{8}{3} (-1)^N S_{-3}-2 (-1)^N \zeta _3\Bigr ]}{(N-1) N^2 (N+1)^2 (N+2)^2}+\tilde{\gamma }_{qg}^{0} \Bigl [ 2 S_1^4 +2 S_2^2\nonumber \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The leading order contributions were given in Refs. \[[@CR4]--[@CR8]\].
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For higher order corrections to the gluonic contributions in the threshold region, cf. \[[@CR36]\].

For the corresponding contributions in case of transversity see \[[@CR40]\].

At 3-loop order, there are also contributions by graphs carrying heavy quark lines of different mass. These are dealt with elsewhere \[[@CR87], [@CR88]\].
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For the VFNS in case of both the bottom and charm quarks transmuting into massless states, see \[[@CR87], [@CR88]\].

We have corrected some typographical errors in ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}--[15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) in \[[@CR44]\], in accordance with the appendix of Ref. \[[@CR44]\].

For the algebraically reduced representations see \[[@CR100]\].
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Note that the kinematic region at small $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The expression in the parameterization given at <http://www.liv.ac.uk/~avogt/> is correct, however.
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